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ON THE PRIMALITY OF THE MERSENNE NUMBER Mp

SHIN-WON KANG

There are some theorems which give the practical tests for the
primality of the Mersenne number Mp where p is an odd prime,
[IJ [2]. The purpose of this paper is to derive much more general
results of the above theorems by using the properties of the
polynomials Sn(a, x) and Dn(a, x).

Let a be a nonzero integer. For every positive integer n the
polynomials Sn(a, x) and Dn(a, x) are defined as follows:

Sn(a, x) = [tJ(n--:i)an-zixi
'=0 z
[;J

Dn(a, x) = I: n , (n--: l)an-zix i
i=O u-z Z

If a is a nonzero fixed element in Fp where p is an odd prime,
then the polynomials Sp(a, x) and Sp-2(a, x) split over Fp and have
distinct (P-l)/2 and (P-3)/2 roots in Fp respectively, More
precisely, if (a, P) = 1, P is an odd prime, then [4].

a2(l-xH )-Sp(a, X)Sp-2(a, x) (a 2 +4x) (mod P).
If n is odd, say n=2r+ 1 for some positive integer r, then we

have that [3J
Sn(a, x) =ST(a, x)DT+1(a, x)

Let K be a field of characteristic p and n a positive integer not
divisible by p, and C a primitive n-th root of unity over K. The
polynomial

tPn(x) = IT (x-Cs)
s=1

(n,s)=l

is the n-th cycIotomic polynomial over K. When we refer to the
characteristic p of K in this discussion, we permit the case P=O
as well. The following facts are well known, [6J
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(i) x"-l = ll4Jd(x)
. dl"

(ii) The coefficients offP,,(x) belong to the prime subfield of K,
and to Z if the prime subfield of K is the field of rational numbers.

(Hi) If K=Q. then the n-tb, cydotomic polynomial 4J,,(x) is
irreducible over K and [KCn) :·K]::::;.p(n). where K(D) is the splitting
field of x"-l over K.

(Iv) If, K=Fq with (q~ n) =1. then q),,(x) factors into ifJ(n)/d
distinct monic irreducible poJynomia;Js in K[x] of the same degree
d; Ken> is the splitting field of any such irreducible factor over K;
and [KCn) : K] ~d. where d is the least positive integer such .that
tf=l (mod n)

LEMMA 1. Let K be a field of ckaracteristic P. and n and m
the positive integers not divisible by p. Then

-(I),;f'¥"'-}= :H-Q;1.{x-) .
dim

(; .")=1

Proof~ See [5J

If a 'mld f3 are the roots of the characteristic polynomial f(t) =
t 2 -at-;-:x of the polynOl:Dial S,,(a. x) (or, equivalently, D..(a. x»,
then [3J

. S;.(a, x) =d"+a"-IP+ ':'+«/3"-1+ f!'
D..(a. x) =a"+fl'. '

If n22. then (/),j(x) =0 is a reciprocal equation. over K and

.fJi~)f)~,p) i~ a, symmetric poJyn~ial of .degree ~(n) in « and f3

ov:erK. where a{3-:4='O.. :

DmmnON. ~ a and b vary over llonz~ integers and « and' p
the roots of the pol;rnomial fix} =x2 :..::..tix:-'b over Q. If n~2, then

I1Cn)t/J..( p) is a polynomi~.in a and b over Z and" is denoted ~by

K,,(a. b).

Simple calculation shows that K 2(a. b) =a,K~(l!,:b-:r ;f!2t~.¥t(q,

b)=a2+2b, Ks{a, b)=a'+3a2D+b2
, K6(a. b)=a~t~~,:.:\·'· ;.'~;':" "'::.. :
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LEMMA 2. Let a and b be any nonzero integers and n>2 lS a
positive integer. Then

Sn(a, b) = n Kd(a, b),
dl (n+1)

d> I

Dn(a, b) = IT K2d (a, b).
d:n

(7,2)=1

Proof. Since (J)1(x)=x-1 and xn +1 -1=(x-l) (xn+xn-J+"'+x+l)
= IT (J)d(X) we have that xn +xn-J+"'+ x+1= IT (J)d(X).

dl (n+1) dl (n+l)
d> I

So,

Dn(a, b) =an+fi"=fi"[( fi )"+1]=fi"(J)2[( fi)"]

=(3n IT (J)2d(~)= n (3$(2d)(J)2d(~)= IT K2d (a, b).
din {3 din {3 din

(7,2)=1 (7,2)=1 (7,2)=1

Here we used the fact that L: <j>(2d) =n which can be proveddin
(7,2) =1

easily.

LEMMA 3. (J)n(l) =Kn(2, -l)

Proof. If a=2 and b= -1, then f(x) =x2 -2x+ 1 has the roots
a={3=l and the lemma is true.

COROLLARY 1. If P is an odd prime, then

Proof. If P is an odd prime, then (J)p(x)=xP-1+xp-2+···+x+1
and (J)p(l) = p 0 (mod P).

COROLLARY 2. If P is an add prime, then

Kp(a, b)-(a2+4b)(P-I)/2 (mod P)

Proof. If p is an add prime, then [3J
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LEMMA 4. Let q be an odd prime and al and b1 the integers not
divisible by q. If K,,(ah b1)=0 (mod q), n~3, then K,,(a, b) has a
factor of the form a2+cb over Fq, where c= - (di)/b1•

Proof. Since 4>,,(x)=xr [(x+ l/x)'+d1(x+ l/x)r-l+···+dr],

sUPIX>se that K..(a.b)=(try+Sl(li2)....lb+···+sfr where r=rp(n)/2
and K,,(ah 01)=0 (mod q). Let us denote (b-1YK..(a, b) by F(b-1a2

),

th~n F(x)=xr+S1xr-1+···+sr has a root x=b;-la1 over Fq. This
means that x-bi:1ai, is a linear factor of F(x) and equivalently a2+
cb is a factor of KnCa,b), where c=-(aD/b1•

LEMMA 5. Let a and b be integers, then for a positive integer
n,D;,,(a,bJ=TD~(a;·O}JZ=2\=-bJii ..... .

Proof. [D..(a, b)]2=(<<'+{:r)2=fib'+{P'+2(a/J)-=D'b&(a, b)+2(-b)-.
So the lemma is true.

Let P be an odd prime and M=M,=21>-1. Suppose thatM=Mp

is prime. Since SM(a, x) and SM-2(a, x) split over FM and have
. distinct (M- 0/2 and (M-3)/2 roots in FM respectively, they can
be factored over FM as follows:

SM(a, x) =SaP_l(a, x) =SI (a, x)D2(a, x)Da.(a, x) ···D2P-I(a, x)
=a(a2+c1x)··· (a2+c;x) ···(a2+C<M_/lzX)

SM-2(a, x) =SaP-I_2(a, xfDaP-I_l(a, x) and consequently
S21>-'-2(a. x) = «(12+d 1x) ..• (a2+daP-'_IX)

Dat>-'-l (a, x) =a (aZ+elx) .•. (a2+ ea#-Z_IX).
If a2+cx is a factor of Da.-t(a, x), 2~i:fi,.. "./J.-1, then· (a+/J)2- caj3
=a2+!J2+ (2-c)a!J is a factor of ~i-l+,-1. So of course a4+ j34+
(2-C)a2/i2 is a factor of aa'+pa'=Da.(a. x) and must be faetored
over FM as a4+j34+ (2-c)a2j32= (a2+j32)2-caaj32 = (aa+fJ2+kafJ) (a2

+p-kafJ) where k2=c and we have that (-M-)=1. On the other~

hand, if a2+dx=a2+p+gafJ is a factor of SaP-I_2(a, x), then there
exists a2+ f32+hafJ=a2+fx which is also a factor of SaP-'_a(a, x)
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such that 2-h2=g over FM [4]. This means that a2+f32+gaf3=a2

+dx=a2+f32+ (2-h2)af3= (a+ f3)2-h2af3=a2+h2x and we have that

d=h2 and ( ~ )=1. Since a2(1-xM-1)=SM(a, x) (SM-Z(a, x) (a2+4x)

(mod M) and there are (M-3)/2 elements of FM such that ( fvt )
=1, c=F4, we conclude that if ( fvt )=1, then aZ+cx is a factor

of DZi-.(a, x), 2si<p-1, or Szp-I_z(a,x) and if (Xt )=-1, then

a2+cx is a factor of DZP-l (a, x) or DZP-l_1 (a, x) because there are

CM- 1) /2 elements of FM such that ( Xt )= -1. So we have the

following result:

LEMMA 6. Let p be an odd prime and M=Mp=2P-1. If M is
prime, then a2+cx is a factor of Dzp-, (a, x) or DZP-'-l (a, x) over

FM, if and only if ( Xt )=-1.

THEOREM 1. Let p be any odd prime and M=Mp=2P-1. Suppose

that for nonzero integers al and b!> (~ )=1 and ( aitJb1 )=
-1. Then M is prime if and only if Kzp(a!> bl) =DzP-1(a!> bl)=O
(mod M).

Proof. Suppose that M =Mp is prime and ( aH;jbl ) = -1. Then

f(t) =t2-a1t-bl is irreducible over FM and so SM(al, bl ) =0 in FM.
[3J This means that

SMCal' bl ) =Sl (a!> bl)D2(a!> bl)Dz.(a!> bl ) .. ·Dzp-l (a!> bl ) =0

in FM, and for some positive integer r, 2<r<p-1, we must have
that Dz,(a!> bl ) =0 in FM. As SM(al' x) splits over FM, so does Dz'
(a!> x) and there exists a factor ai+cx of D2,(a!> x) over FM such

that ai+cb l =0 in FM. Consequently we have that 1=( :J )=

(-;:1 )=( Ai )( Xt )( ~ )=-( Xt ) and from Lemma 6, ai+

cx must be a factor of D2P-1 (a!> x), and DZP-I (ab bl ) -0 (mod M)
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is eV:ident. From Lem.ma 2,we have· that· D2I-, (ai, hI) =K2I(ab b1).
Conversely, assume that M' is composite and Dz,..... (ab lJJ=K2I

(aI, 01);:::=0 (mod M) holds. Then the same congruence· istrne to
any mQdttlus q which dividoo M. Suppose that K2I(ab b1)=0 (mod
q)-whereq is an odd prime factor of M.Then frotlt Lemma 4,
K=,(tt, b) has a factor az+eb where c=- (al)2/1h over Fq• Since a2

+cb= (a+fJ)2-cap=~+{32+(2,.2.i;)ajJ is a factor of K2I(a, b) =a2I -'

+/1"'-' =P(ZI)f1)2I( P). K2I(a~ b) factors into the product of quadratic

symmetric polynom.ials in It' and " over Fq and if=l (mad2l').
From the theoreDlsof. factorization of f)2'(Z) over Fq we must have
that

q-l=k(2') or q+ 1=k(2').
The former. is impossiNe because q is greater than M and the
latter is imPOSSible unless k=1. Hence Q=M and M is prime.

To compute the value of Dal-I(ab b1) =K,.,,(ab b..;), we use the
following sequence {ri} which is obtained from Lemma 5.

rl =D2(ab b1)=.ai+201

.r2=Dz.(al, b1) ={D2 (al' bl »)2-2(-bl)2=r~-2(-01)2

ri=DlJji(ab b1) ={Dz/-.(a1•Ol)jll-2(_o)Z'-:' =r;_1-2b'i-'

CoROLLARY 1. Let P be any odd prime and M=M,=2'-1. M is
prime if and onlyi! r,-i=O (mud M)

where rl~4, ri=ri-I-2, i~2. [l].

Proof. Since M=2Jl-l, 2P=1 (mod M) and 21>+1=2 (mod M).

Put 2(/l+l>I2=ab and }:::::Ob then a~2 (mod M) and ( k )=1. So

we have that

( af1jb1 )=( 2jl·)=( 1 )=( it )(-k-)=-l
because M==l (mod 3). Now, rl =1)2(a1> '~l) 7"~+21h=4 (mod M),
r2=D",(al,ol)=42 -2=14 (mod M), ..., rjl-l--:(rp_ 2)2-2(mod M).
This CQIIlpletes the· proof.

CoROLLARY 2. Let p be a prime of the form 4n+3 where n is a
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positive integer. Then M=Mp=2P-l is prime if and only if rp- 1

=0 (mod M) where rI=3, ri=r~_1-2, i>2. DJ [2].

Proof. If P is a prime of the form 4n+3, then 2P-l =24n+3-1 =
(l6)n·8-1 2 (mod 5).

So we have that ( k )= -1 and we may put aI = 1, and bI= 1

in Theorem 1. Now r I =D2(al. bl ) =a~+2bI =3, r2=32-2=7, ...
The corollary is true.

THEOREM 2. Let p be any odd prime and M=Mp=2P-1. Suppose

that for some nonzero integers a I and bl. ( %- )= 1, (ai-t;jb I ) =

1 and Dd (al. bI ) =1=0 (mod M) where d is a divisor of 2P-
1-l such

that 1<d<2P-
1-1. Then M is prime if and only if K2P_2(al. bI )

o (mod M).

Proof. Suppose that M=Mp is prime and ( a~-t;jbl )=1. Then

f(t) =t2-aIt-bI is reducible over FM and SM-2(al. bI ) =0 in FM. [4J
This means that SM-2(al. bI ) =S2P-!_2(al. bI)D2P-'_I(al. bI ) =0 in FM.
Since SM-2(al. x) splits over FM, there exists a factor ai+cx of SM-2

(al. x) such that ai+cbI=O (mod M). Then ( k )= -1 and from

Lemma 6. ai+cx is a factor of D2P-'_1 (al. x), and D2P-'-1 (al. bl ) 0
(mod M). Since D2P-'_1 (a, b) = IT K2d (a, b)

din

(7.2)=1
n-2P- 1-l

and Dd(al. bI)-O (mod M) where d is a divisor of 2P-
1-1 such

that 1<d<2P-
1-1, K2P_2(al. bI)-O (mod M) is evident, because if

d is a divisor of 2P- I -1, 1<d<2P-
1-1, then Dd(al> bI)-O (mod

M) implies that K 2d (al> bI)~O (mod M).
Conversely, assume that M=Mp is composite and K2P-z(aI, bI)-O

(mod M) holds. This congruence is true to any modulus q which
devides M. Suppose that K2P_2(al> bI)-O (mod q) where q is an
odd prime factor of M. Then from Lemma 4, K2P_2(a, b) has a
factor a2+cb where c=-(aD/bI. Since a2+cb=(a+f3)2-caf3=a2+
132+ (2-c)af3 is:a factor of K2P_2(a, b) =a2P-'-I+ f32P-'-1=f3~(2P-2)tJ)2P_2
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( p)' K 2/Q (a, b) factors into the product of quadratic symmetric

polynomials in a and f3 over Fq and q2=1 (mod 2'-2). From the
theorems of factorization of the cycJotomic polynomial a>2'_a(X) over
F q we must have that q+l=k(2'-2) or q-l=k(2'-2). The
former is impossible unless q=l which is unthinkable and the
latter is impossible unless k=l. Hence q=M and M is prime.
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